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By Daniel Powell

Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 271 pages. In Powells twisted stories, the bizarre
thrives right alongside everyday ordinariness. Girls turn into crayons, zombies lure the living with
irresistible Ponzi schemes, hotel suites turn macabre band managers. All the while, menace lurks in
the most mundane thingsin the smile of a genial salesman, in the unassuming hitch hiker on a
lonely road, even in babies. In Buy it Now, an innocent online purchase changes a mans life forever.
A wall in Brinns Mural gives new meaning to the word self defense when it is threatened by
neighborhood vandals. A man discovers a changeling in place of his baby, in the deftly plotted
shocker, Usurper. 9 Curzon Place tells the tale of an apartment inducting musicians into a ghostly
rock band of its own making, while an old campus building in The Light in Greenbriar Hall houses
an unpleasant surprise for anyone foolish enough to intrude on its solitude. The Graduate Student,
the story of a college professor with a unique approach to balancing his work and his writing ,
offers a darkly humorous take on the theme of the undead. And after reading Dinner at Shortys ,
you might never step...
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Without doubt, this is actually the best operate by any article writer. Indeed, it can be perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been
written in an exceedingly straightforward way in fact it is only soon a er i finished reading through this book through which in fact changed me, modify
the way in my opinion.
-- Miss Elissa  K utch V-- Miss Elissa  K utch V

It is fantastic and great. This is for those who statte there was not a worth looking at. Its been written in an exceptionally easy way which is only soon a er i
finished reading this ebook through which in fact changed me, change the way i really believe.
-- B a r r y O 'Reilly-- B a r r y O 'Reilly
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